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Overview
The matter created in central p+p, p+Pb, and Pb+Pb collisions at

√
s = 5.02 TeV is simulated event-by-event using the superSONIC [1] model, which combines pre-equilibrium flow,

viscous hydrodynamic evolution, and late-stage hadronic rescatterings. Employing a generalization of the Monte Carlo Glauber model where each nucleon possesses three
constituent quarks, superSONIC describes the experimentally measured elliptic and triangular flow in all systems using a single choice for the fluid parameters, such as shear and bulk
viscosities. In addition, non-central p+p collisions at

√
s = 5.02 TeV and

√
s = 7 TeV are simulated using two different nucleonic models for the initial state. Overall, the results suggest a

common hydrodynamic origin of the experimentally observed flow patterns in all high energy nuclear collisions, including p+p.

Flow Coefficients from superSONIC

Figure 1: Elliptic (v2), triangular (v3), and quadrupolar (v4) flow coefficients from superSONIC simulations (bands) compared to experimental data from
ATLAS [2, 3], CMS [4, 5], and ALICE [6] for p+p (left), p+Pb (center), and Pb+Pb (right) collisions at

√
s = 5.02 TeV.

All superSONIC results in the plot to the left are for
η/s = 0.08 and ζ/s = 0.01. The sizes of the bands
indicate a combination of statistical uncertainty and
systematic uncertainty. The systematic uncertainty
quantifies the sensitivity of the results to variation of
the hydrodynamic transport coefficient τπ, which
controls the strength of certain non-hydrodynamic
modes [7].

Nucleonic Collision Models
In order for hydrodynamics to predict the flow in small collision systems, it is necessary
to have a model of the initial transverse energy density following the collision of two
individual nucleons. Here, two different models for the initial state are explored.

In Ref. [8], an optical Glauber model was used to simulate p+p collisions at
√

s = 7 TeV.
I Energy deposition in the optical limit:

ε = κTATB, (1)

where TA and TB are the nuclear densities of the colliding protons.
I Nuclear densities TA and TB ∼

∫
e−ardz obtained from a parametrization of the proton

electromagnetic form factor [9].

Figure 2: Left: Energy density profile for an off-central p+p collision generated with the optical Glauber
model. Right: Integrated v2 for p+p collisions at

√
s = 5.02 TeV, compared to data from ATLAS [2]. Results

from both the optical Glauber and OSU quark models (see below) are shown.

Constituent Quark (OSU) Model

To obtain a single hydrodynamic description of both large and small collision systems,
Ref. [10] used a constituent quark model of the nucleon [11]. The positions and binary
collisions of nucleons were treated within a Monte Carlo Glauber framework.

I Entropy deposition:

s = κ

Nw∑
n=1

3∑
i=1

γn,iTn,i (2)

where Tn,i is the nuclear density of the ith valence quark (i = 1, 2, 3) in the nth

wounded nucleon, and Nw is the total number of wounded nucleons.
I Gamma-distributed entropy fluctuations γn,i account for high-multiplicity tail in

distribution of p+p events.
I Nuclear densities Tn,i ∼ e−ax2 assumed to be Gaussian, centered on each

constituent quark.
I Quark positions Gaussian-distributed about each nucleon.

Figure 3: Left: Energy density profile for a central p+p collision generated with the OSU quark model.
Right: Charged hadron multiplicity as a function of centrality for p+p collisions at

√
s = 5.02 TeV, compared

to data from ALICE [4].

Is Hydro Applicable to Small Systems?

Yes. The fact that the error bands in Figure 1 are small, even for p+p collisions, suggests
that hydrodynamics is still applicable at length scales of the size of a proton (∼ 1 fm).

One Fluid for Large and Small Systems

In Ref. [10], superSONIC was used to simulate central p+p, p+Pb, and Pb+Pb collisions
at
√

s = 5.02 TeV using a shear viscosity of η/s = 0.08 and a bulk viscosity of ζ/s = 0.01.
Hydrodynamic initial conditions were generated using the OSU quark model [11].

Figure 4: Time-snapshots of the temperature for a 0-5% central Pb+Pb event (top), a 0-5% central p+Pb
event (left), and a 0-1% central p+p event (right).

Conclusion
Relativistic p+p, p+Pb and Pb+Pb collisions at

√
s = 5.02 TeV and small impact parameter

have been simulated event-by-event using the super-hybrid-model superSONIC. Using
initial conditions that allow for nucleon substructure in the form of three valence quarks, it
was found that flow in all collision systems can be described simultaneously with a single
set of fluid parameters. This finding suggests that the experimentally observed flow
signals in p+p, p+A, and A+A collisions are of common, and hydrodynamic, origin.
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